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Icon Logo

Icon Logo

The icon logo is formed from 

reflected stylized P’s with 

4-point stars in the negative 

space.. It is used as a core 

identifier for the brand.



Lockups

Stacked Lockup

Lockups are combinations of 

the icon and the wordmark. 

The stacked version is the 

preferred lockup, but the 

horizontal one is also 

appropriate to use when 

vertical space is limited.

Horizontal Lockup



Text-Only Logo

Wordmark Logo

The text-only logo is based on 

a simple, sturdy, bold font 

with small details added to 

the top left of each letter 

inspired by athletic typefaces. 

The star accents reflect the 

left-right placement of 

gold&silver on the core icon 

logo.



Full Logo Sheet
(Color)

Black and white backgrounds 

are the most common and 

allow the shades of gold and 

silver to shine.

As is fairly obvious, use the 

lockups with light text on 

black background, and vice 

versa.



Full Logo Sheet
(Black&White)

The one color “knockout” 

versions of the logo can be 

used for scenarios where the 

full-color is not appropriate. 

This can include merchandise 

or signage with only one-color 

print/embroidery.

This can also include stylized 

graphics on non-traditional 

background colors where a 

one-color logo will look better, 

especially photography.



Solid Background

Note this schematic when 

judging what colors to use in 

the logo as per background 

color, including gold and 

darker silver.



Image Background
(Full Color)

Photography is best served 

when a light background 

provides enough clearspace 

for the dark wordmark to be 

visible, and vice versa.

If there are offset images in 

the photography like in these 

examples, use appropriate 

judgement when placing the 

logo. The logo would become 

illegible if placed on top of 

the baseball or basketball net 

in this example.



Image Background
(One Color)

As mentioned in the “Full 

Logo Sheet (Black & White)” 

page, the “knockout”versions 

of the logo can also be used 

with background 

photography.

Note these graphics-- if the 

background is overly dark or 

features dark gradients, the 

light version is preferable... if 

there are intrusive light 

elements such as the line on 

this tennis court, the dark 

version will work better.



Clear Space

Clear space buffers the logo 

from images, text, or other 

graphics that compromise its 

impact and visibility. The more 

breathing room you give our 

logo, the greater the impact it 

can have.

The amount of clear space 

around the logo should be 

equal to or greater than 1/5 

the width of the icon.
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Logo “Don’ts”
1

2
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4
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1. Do NOT change the 

spacing of the letters

2. Do NOT change the colors 

of the logo to non-brand 

colors 

3.Do NOT use a different 

typeface for “PrizePicks”

4. Do NOT change the stars 

within the “P’s” to other 

shapes

5. Do NOT arc or distort the 

logo

6. Do NOT add a drop 

shadow or any other sort of 

stylization

(Overall... the golden rule is 

just to use common sense)

PrizePicks



Color Scheme
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Black

The brand is based on a core 

of black, gold, and silver. The 

supporting colors include a 

bold and bright purple that 

reflects the button color in the 

UI. Green and red shades can 

be used for positive and 

negative actions, but should 

be used quite sparingly.

Gold Silver

#000000 #D6972E

Bright Purple Green

#6250F8 #0BAE6F

Red

#DB3C3C

Charcoal Mid Grey

#242424 #838384

Light Grey

#DBDBDB

#A4A4A4



Aa
ABCDEFGHIJKLMN
OPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmn
opqrstuvwxyz

abcdefghijklmn
opqrstuvwxyz

Typography

The font Industry should be 

used as a primary typeface.

Bolder faces are appropriate 

for headlines.

Book case is used for 

paragraph fonts.

Industry Ultra

Aa
ABCDEFGHIJKLMN
OPQRSTUVWXYZ

Industry Bold

Aa
ABCDEFGHIJKLMN
OPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmn
opqrstuvwxyz

abcdefghijklmn
opqrstuvwxyz

Industry Demi

Aa
ABCDEFGHIJKLMN
OPQRSTUVWXYZ

Industry Book



Iconography

Two main styles of icons are 

used.

Basic system icons include 

sports icons and are simply 

shown in black and white for 

enhanced visibility.

Stylized 2-color icons play off 

of the PrizePicks logo by 

echoing the split between 

gold and silver. The Flex and 

Power play icons are key 

branding elements as they 

represent game types through 

minimal geometric forms.

Sports Icons

Stylized 2-color Icons

F L E X  P L AY

P O W E R  P L AY



App UI & Branding

The refreshed brand styling 

uses consistent logos, colors, 

and design principles as the 

brand itself, but if specific UI 

elements are referenced in 

any sort of branding graphics 

(which will happen fairly 

frequently), make sure to use 

these proper elements

App Store icon 

Download Banner , Web App

Portrayal of Player Card UI

Download the Prizepicks App
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, 
consectetur adipiscing elit. Maecenas 

Static State Selected State

(use consistent styling if portrayed
in any marketing/social materials)



Daily Fantasy, Simplified.


